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Richard Butterwick 

Propaganda in the Parishes: Local Communication during the Insurrection of 1794 

 

This chapter originated in the discovery of a document preserved in the Wróblewski Library of 

the Lithuanian Academy of Sciences in Vilnius (fig. 14.1a, 14.1b).1 This source was created in 

May 1794, during the early stages of the insurrection against Russian domination of the Polish-

Lithuanian Commonwealth. It contains a letter from Reverend Canon Symon Waraxa (vel 

Szymon Waraksa) to the parish clergy of the southern half of his deanery of Olwita (Alvitas) 

in the Roman Catholic diocese of Wilno (Vilnius). Attached to the letter are one hand-written 

and two printed proclamations by the civil and ecclesiastical authorities in Wilno as well as 

instructions for their delivery (‘via cursoria’) to each parish. It also details how these 

instructions were carried out. The analysis of this document, when combined with other sources, 

enables the historian to investigate various questions including the priorities of the 

insurrectionary authorities, the discourse of insurrectionary propaganda, practical cooperation 

between civil and ecclesiastical administrations, and the routes and speeds of communication 

at a particular time and place. The latter is the most significant for this volume’s theme of 

microhistories. 

 

[Fig. 14.1a, 14.1b ‘Letter to confrères about the arrival of proclamations from Wilno “of both 

highest authorities”’. Wróblewski Library of the Lithuanian Academy of Sciences, MS F43-

26934. By kind permission of the Wróblewski Library of the Lithuanian Academy of Sciences, 

Vilnius.] 
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 At the time when the document was created, the Grand Duchy of Lithuania was both 

exhilarated and imperilled. Between 1788 and 1793 the Commonwealth had rejected Russian 

hegemony, given itself a new constitution, been invaded by Russia and subjected to a rapacious, 

repressive counter-revolutionary regime, and partitioned for the second time. The provocations 

orchestrated by the Russian envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary to the 

Commonwealth, General Osip Igelström, prompted the return of General Tadeusz Kościuszko 

from exile. In Cracow on 24 March 1794 he became the head of an insurrection to liberate the 

country from its occupiers. On 4 April Kościuszko’s forces, including some scythe-wielding 

peasants, won a victory over Russian troops at Racławice. The insurrection then spread to other 

parts of the twice amputated Commonwealth. 2  On 17-18 April Warsaw rose against the 

Russians, forcing Igelström to escape with only a fraction of his garrison.3  

A day earlier, the insurrection had been proclaimed in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania at 

Szawle (Šiauliai). The people of Wilno rose during the night of 22/23 April. The ‘Act of 

Insurrection of the Lithuanian Nation’ (Akt Powstania Narodu Litewskiego) was proclaimed 

from the city hall on 24 April. The next day, the de facto leader of the counter-revolutionary 

confederacy that had ruled the Grand Duchy in 1792-93, Szymon Kossakowski, was hanged as 

a traitor. The body variously called the Supreme Council of the Lithuanian Nation (Rada 

Najwyższa Narodu Litewskiego) or the Supreme Lithuanian Government Council (Najwyższa 

Rządowa Rada Litewska) established on 24 April had a criminal court and three deputations – 

for public safety, public provisioning and the public treasury. Military command was entrusted 

to the radical ‘Jacobin’ general and poet, Jakub Jasiński. The Grand Duchy’s insurrectionary 

institutions acted on their own initiative in the name of ‘the Lithuanian nation’, prompting 

Kościuszko to press for the integration of the Lithuanian structures into those shared with the 

Polish Crown. It is perhaps ironic that Jasiński had come to Lithuania from Great Poland 

(Wielkopolska) while Kościuszko was a native son of the Grand Duchy.4  
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With significant Russian forces still in the vicinity after the successful revolt in Wilno, 

it was essential to mobilize all possible human and other resources while preventing supplies 

from falling into Russian hands.5 These imperatives entailed rapid and effective communication 

with the population. The document in the Wróblewski Library refers to three printed 

proclamations (uniwersały). Copies were originally enclosed with it in a package. The first 

proclamation was ecclesiastical – issued by the general office of the bishopric of Wilno on 1 

May and ordaining prayers and services for the Fatherland in churches across the diocese.6 The 

second was issued by the Supreme Council on 30 April, and was addressed to the rural 

population (‘Odezwa do Rolnikow ludu wieyskiego’). Most insurrectionary sources are in Polish, 

but several proclamations, including this one, were also printed in Lithuanian.7  

The third proclamation most concerns us here. It was issued by the Deputation for Public 

Provisioning on 26 April. Reverend Waraxa had received very few printed copies, so he copied 

it out by hand before despatching it to the parishes. In short, it forbade the hoarding or export 

of ‘grain, hay, victuals, cattle, meat, fat, hides and other types of food’ because of the military 

emergency. Officials would be empowered to confiscate foodstuffs if any such attempts were 

discovered. However, there was no mention of any compulsory requisitioning, only an 

encouragement to sell foodstuffs to the army for what was termed a ‘market price’ and a ‘decent 

price’. Existing tolls of all kinds were suspended to facilitate deliveries to areas in which the 

Lithuanian army was being concentrated. Existing contracts would lose their force ‘until the 

tranquillity and liberty of the Fatherland were completely secured’. 

The language of the proclamation also merits attention. The above measures were 

justified in a stirring preamble: 

The rising up of the Nation from the enemy’s cruel slavery, just as the greatness of the bravery 

and courage of the Lithuanian Knighthood shall astonish all, so the most exacting duty requires 
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from the Deputation of Public Provisioning that it should seek with all speed to supply victuals 

for these valiant forces and provide for the needs of the citizens who with the utmost zeal will rise 

in the defence of all. 

Love of the Fatherland and Freedom will surely sway all hearts to make offerings – of 

the property of everyone for the salvation of the Nation, which is bravely rising up; and feeling 

and tenderness in every soul, on recalling the torments inflicted by the bloody enemies, caused 

by the greed of the cruel traitors to the Fatherland, will incite all to share even their last piece of 

bread with those who have offered their lives and blood for the punishment of enemies and traitors, 

and for the protection from a dreadful slaughter, inferno and uprooting of the innocent inhabitants 

of the country.  

The deputation was not mincing words. A similar discourse of patriotic sacrifice in the 

face of murderous treason could be heard in the France of Year II. Indeed, the authorities in 

Wilno have been accused of naively trying to copy revolutionary French models in the very 

different environment of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania.8  

The composition of this deputation is therefore noteworthy. It comprised noblemen of 

significant standing and property (although none of them were magnates), two burghers and 

two clergymen.9 One of the latter, Michał Franciszek Karpowicz, was archdeacon of Smolensk 

and professor of theology at Wilno University. His longstanding reputation as the 

Commonwealth’s most eloquent preacher was confirmed with his funeral oration for those who 

had fallen in the Vilnan insurrection of 22/23 April.10 As a trenchant critic of the evils of 

serfdom in the mid-1770s and an outspoken supporter of the Constitution of 3 May 1791, he 

had been targeted for revenge by Józef Kazimierz Kossakowski, bishop of Livonia who, like 

his brother Szymon, was hanged for treason – in Warsaw on 9 May 1794. Although Bishop 

Kossakowski denounced Karpowicz as a radical, the sermons preached by the latter during the 

‘Polish Revolution’ of 1788-92 were in fact more concerned with defending the clergy from 
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radical enlightened criticism than with social, let alone theological reform. Moreover, 

Kossakowski had himself condemned nobles for their exploitation of serfs.11  

Despite occasionally sanguinary rhetoric, 1794 in Poland-Lithuania saw a relatively 

gentle revolution, with only intermittent moments of crowd violence against ‘traitors’. 

Although some ‘Jacobins’ including Jasiński, wanted to mobilize an emancipated peasantry to 

fight for the national cause, there was no hint of abolishing the nobility, let alone of French-

style dechristianization. In return, the majority of Polish-Lithuanian hierarchs and parish clergy 

cooperated with and usually cheered on the rising.12  This was certainly the case with the 

suffragan bishop and administrator of the diocese of Wilno, Dawid Pilchowski.13 

Dean Waraxa gave instructions for the circulation of the three proclamations. When the 

mounted courier arrived at each church, the clergyman in charge would keep two printed 

proclamations and copy out the third, before sending the remaining copies and the written 

document on to the next church. They would attest the time of arrival and departure in the 

appointed place on the second and third pages of the document, which listed the parishes of the 

southern half of the deanery in the expected order of travel. When the document returned to the 

dean, he would despatch it to Wilno. Priests, he wrote, should ‘not only read and explain these 

proclamations to the people from the pulpits in churches for several weeks continually, but 

having received them, immediately send them to nobles, to manor houses, and explain and 

announce them wherever larger populations were to be found’. 

The dean sent the package from the parish of Bartniki (Bartninkai). It was to proceed 

southwards via Wisztyniec (Vištytis), Wiżayny (Wiżajny), Filipów, Bakałarzewo and Raczki 

to Janówka, and then northwards via Suwałki, Magdalenowo with Wigry, Kaletnik, Jeleniowo, 

Lubowo (Liubavas) and Grażyszki (Gražyškai) back to Bartniki. Presumably he sent analogous 
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instructions to the parishes located in the northern half of his deanery; these, however, have yet 

to be found, if they survive at all.  

The territory covered by this instruction forms the western part of what is now known 

to NATO military planners as the ‘Suwałki gap’. On a large-scale map it looks like an exposed 

strip of land along the current Polish-Lithuanian border, between Belarus to the south-east and 

the Kaliningrad enclave of the Russian Federation to the north-west. In fact the terrain is 

unfavourable to invasion. It is characterized by post-glacial moraine deposits, with numerous 

lakes and steep-sided drumlins and ridges. Parts are thickly wooded – remnants of a once 

enormous forest which expanded still further after the ethnocide of the Baltic Yotvingians at 

the hands of the Teutonic Order in the thirteenth century. Almost bereft of inhabitants, it became 

hunting terrain for the grand dukes of Lithuania and was later divided into exploited and 

managed grand ducal forests. Clearings and settlements, most of them planned by the grand 

dukes, their consorts and advisers, began to diminish the extent and density of the forest in the 

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, especially from the northern and south-eastern directions. 

However, during the ‘little ice age’ of low global temperatures, coinciding with the devastating 

wars fought by the Commonwealth from the mid-seventeenth until the early eighteenth century, 

the tree cover grew back in places.14  

The border fixed in 1422 between the Grand Duchy of Lithuania and the Prussian 

Ordnungstaat (and then its successor duchy and kingdom of Prussia) lasted almost unchanged 

until the Third Partition of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth in 1795.15 It is replicated 

today along the frontier between the Republic of Lithuania and the Russian Federation, and 

along the administrative border between the Polish voivodeships of Podlasie and Warmia-

Mazuria. Within the Grand Duchy of Lithuania the area was split between the three districts of 
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Kowno (Kaunas), Troki (Trakai) and Grodno (Hrodna), each of which had its own local 

parliamentary assembly or sejmik, and all of which were part of the palatinate of Troki. 

The key characteristic of the region’s economic and political geography was the high 

concentration of royal domain estates (ekonomie królewskie). In the later eighteenth century, 

these domains experienced intense development, driven by the Lithuanian court treasurer 

Antoni Tyzenhauz. The area saw its forests and marshes retreat rapidly in favour of pasture and 

cultivated land. The process is reflected in the palynological analysis of lake-bed sediments 

which reveals rising concentrations of wheat, barley and buckwheat pollen around this time.16 

The 1789 tax and population survey carried out in the Commonwealth reveals that some small 

towns and many villages had higher populations at that time than they do today.17 A quiet 

market square – for example at Jeleniewo – can remind us of long-lost municipal status.  

This growth was echoed in ecclesiastical structures: four of the parishes covered in this 

chapter – Bartniki, Jeleniewo, Suwałki and Kaletnik – were founded after 1780.18 Each parish 

in the deanery encompassed one or two dozen villages, manors, hamlets and other settlements. 

These parishes were large by the standards of central and western Poland, still larger by those 

of most of southern and western Europe. They were much smaller, however, than those located 

in the eastern half of the vast diocese of Wilno, where the faithful of the Latin rite were 

outnumbered by Catholics of the Ruthenian rite (that is, Uniates or Greek Catholics).19  

After twelve years as ‘New East Prussia’, the region became part of the handle-shaped 

north-eastern extension of the Napoleonic Duchy of Warsaw and then the Tsarist Kingdom of 

Poland. During the nineteenth century, the town of Suwałki grew swiftly as an administrative, 

military and industrial centre. Further north, so did Mariampol (Marijampolė) which became 

an important centre for the Lithuanian national movement. The countryside in between changed 

more slowly. The region was bitterly contested between the reborn Polish and Lithuanian states 
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in the wake of the First World War. The demarcation line proposed by Marshal Ferdinand Foch 

remains the basis of the frontier, which now links two members of the Schengen zone of the 

European Union. To modern Poles this is the Suwalszczyzna – one of the most beautiful and 

unspoilt corners of their country. To modern Lithuanians it is the lost, southern part of Suvalkija 

which stretches as far north as the River Nemunas (Niemen) and is one of the four recognized 

Lithuanian ethnographic regions (alongside Drukija, Aukštatija and Žemaitija).20  Only the 

north-eastern fringes of this territory on the Polish side of the current border, in and around the 

small town of Puńsk (Punskas), still have an ethno-linguistic Lithuanian majority population.21 

Very few Poles now live on the Lithuanian side of the border, quite unlike the situation in and 

around Vilnius. 

 We can try to follow the route taken by the package in 1794 with the aid of two further, 

almost contemporaneous sources. The first is the report of the deanery of Olwita compiled in 

1784 on the instructions of the bishop of Wilno, Ignacy Jakub Massalski, imitating an earlier 

initiative taken by Michał Jerzy Poniatowski who was then bishop of Płock but would shortly 

become primate of Poland. Each parish priest was obliged to provide a detailed description of 

the boundaries and topography of his parish, including the roads and paths.22 This action was 

characteristic of a generation of reforming bishops, concerned as much with the temporal 

welfare as with the spiritual salvation of their flocks, and lends itself to analysis in the context 

of ‘Catholic Enlightenment’, and even to comparisons with Josephism in the Habsburg 

Monarchy.23  For our purposes, the value of this record is enhanced by its critical published 

edition, which triangulates it with numerous other primary and secondary sources.24 The second 

is the military map created for the rulers of ‘New East Prussia’ in the second half of the 1790s, 

following the Third Partition of the Commonwealth in the 1795. This is a source whose level 

of detail (on a scale of 33,300:1) greatly surpasses the later published edition (scaled at 

152,500:1). However, its representation of natural features is still a little schematic.25 Given the 
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ongoing geographical changes in the area, evident from a comparison with the 1782 map of the 

Grodno royal domain lands, neither of these sources can provide an exact snapshot of the 

situation in May 1794. It is also enjoyable, although sometimes deceptive, to trace the route on 

Google maps and at the sites www.geoportal.lt and www.geoportal.gov.pl.26 Having sounded 

this cautionary note, let us head for Bartniki on Friday 9 May 1794. 

 The first church at Bartniki had been a modest chapel attached to the much larger parish 

at Olita (Alytus), which was also the centre of a major royal domain. The textile manufactory 

and ironworks established under Tyzenhauz had not survived his fall from favour in 1780, but, 

the court treasurer left an ecclesiastical monument to his plans. Bartniki became a parish in 

1783 and thanks to contributions from parishioners and the administrator of the domain, 

Wincenty Puzyna, its large, twin-towered church, dedicated to Saints Peter and Paul, was finally 

consecrated in 1790. Largely destroyed in 1944, it is now an imposing ruin.27  

There was – and is – no direct road from Bartniki to Wisztyniec, but from the 1784 

description two routes suggest themselves – one via Grażyszki, the other via Pojewonie 

(Pajevonys), the which parish Reverend Waraxa held conjointly with Bartniki. Waraxa was also 

a canon of Smolensk, but since that Latin-rite cathedral had been in partibus Moscoviæ since 

1654, this was an honorific distinction. As the package returned via Grażyszki, we shall assume 

the outward route went via Pojewonie. Initially, this was the easier way, forming part of the 

major ‘public road’ or gościniec from Grodno to Königsberg (Kaliningrad).  Lined with trees, 

it proceeded north-westwards straight through undulating, open fields for two miles (one Polish 

mile was about seven kilometres) until it reached the elongated village of Pojewonie, whence 

another road led south-westwards for a little less than two miles. The descriptions given in 1784 

match the Prussian map. After passing the elevated parish church in its grove of pine trees, the 

sometimes sandy, sometimes muddy route led through the villages of Anczławka (Ančauklys) 

http://www.geoportal.lt/
http://www.geoportal.gov.pl/
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and Dobra Wola (Dabrawolė). It then climbed and wound its way into the Wisztyniec forest, 

becoming wetter and more difficult, before descending in stonier and sandier form into open 

fields.28 At four o’clock in the afternoon on 9 May 1794 the courier arrived at the parsonage in 

Wisztyniec. 

Today’s small lakeside town of Vištytis, adjoining the Russian Federation, has 

preserved its eighteenth-century street layout, but not its once numerous Jewish community 

which was wiped out in 1941. In 1794 Wisztyniec had recently recovered the urban rights lost 

in 1776; its representatives had participated in the burghers’ movement of the Four Years’ Sejm. 

In contrast to the royal domains at Bartniki and Pojewonie, here the key player was the local 

starosta, or holder of a Crown estate, Krzysztof Puzyna.29 

The dean gave instructions not to cross the Prussian border on the journey to Wiżayny. 

We do not know exactly when the courier left Wisztyniec, but the package arrived at seven 

o’clock the following morning (Saturday), presumably after starting at dawn. The road of just 

over two miles was described a decade earlier as ‘sandy and muddy in places’ (the sixteen-

kilometre drive across the unguarded Schengen border now takes twenty minutes). It first led 

south, through lakeside fields to the village of Wartele (Varteliai) before turning south-east to 

cross a wooded ridge. At this point, according to the 1784 description penned by the parish 

priest of Wiżayny, the road was ‘overgrown, muddy, hilly, stony’. From the crest the road led 

down to the lake that shared its name with the town at its southern tip. With 658 persons 

recorded in 1789, Wiżayny was then a relatively populous small town; like Wisztyniec, it was 

the seat of a starostwo.30 

The next parish en route was Przerośl. The road was rather inadequately described in 

1784 (perhaps because it was also the principal route from Warsaw to Samogitia), but it can be 

followed on the Prussian map. It led south-west to the elevated village of Wieżgóry (Wiżgóry), 
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and on through fields along the Prussian border to Wierszele (Wersele), whence it took a 

winding and undulating route to Przerośl. The distance would have been well over three miles.31 

The town had been founded through a grant of land in 1562 by King Sigismund Augustus to 

Reverend Wojciech Grabowski of Sierpc, canon of Vilna and astrologer. This property served 

to endow the parish founded by the same monarch in 1571, shortly after Grabowski’s death.32 

Before the setbacks initiated by the Swedish ‘Deluge’ of 1655, it had been the seat of the 

deanery. By the late eighteenth century the population had recovered to early seventeenth-

century levels. For most of the eighteenth century, Przerośl was the most populous town in the 

region. In 1789, 1021 persons were recorded, including the suburbs, but growth was slowed by 

recurrent fires, and the Camaldolese monks’ town of Suwałki, with 1030 persons noted, had 

drawn ahead.33  

Although Przerośl is marked on the document, no entry was made by a priest. So we do 

not know if the courier found nobody at the parsonage and carried on to the next parish, or if 

he had already been given reason not to travel to Przerośl and instead to proceed directly to 

Filipów. The road between these two small towns led south along the western side of Lake 

Krzywólka, then across higher ground and a wood before bridging the river Dowspuda (now 

called the Rospuda) and thence into Filipów.34 An alternative route of similar length, staying 

further away from the Prussian frontier, might have led along the western side of Lake Hańcza, 

before turning right at Jemieliste onto the road from Grodno to Filipów. Either way, the courier 

would have covered over seven miles (about fifty kilometres) before he arrived at his 

destination at eight in the evening – about as far as a rider might expect to travel in a long day. 

Filipów was another royal town founded in the 1560s. The population was recorded as 725 in 

1789.35 Like the burghers of Przerośl, the Filipovians had taken part in the urban movement of 

1789-92.36 
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 The courier reached the next parish, at Bakałarzewo, at five o’clock in the morning of 

Sunday 11 May, presumably after another dawn start. Also located by the Prussian frontier, this 

private town (with a population of 443 in 1789) belonged to the Chlewiński family, who also 

owned much of the ample farmland in the parish. Little woodland was left; some of the land 

has since been reforested.37 The route, described as ‘a good mile’ (it is over ten kilometres), led 

southwest across fields, passing the Chlewińskis’ manor and tavern at Garbaś, then along the 

eastern bank of the lake of the same name, crossing the Dowspuda by a bridge. The road was 

mostly ‘dry and good’, but it did climb and traverse a wood between two smaller lakes, before 

proceeding through fields into Bakałarzewo.38 

 The next stage was the road to Raczki, a small private town belonging to the Pac family. 

This road, described in 1784 as ‘initially smooth and dry’, proceeded south-eastwards across 

fields, forded the small river Malinówka, climbed to the village of Kamionka, which, like much 

of the land thereabouts, belonged to the Camaldolese monastery at Wigry. It continued through 

fields above the Dowspuda river, stonier in places, but generally smoothly, until turning right 

via a bridge over the Dowspuda (at what was then, but is no longer) the head of Lake Bolesty, 

and then turning left to continue into Raczki. The distance was just over two miles and the 

courier arrived at ten o’clock in the morning.39  

 The courier next made for the parish at Janówka, the village of about forty hearths at 

the southernmost point of the journey. This was about a mile and a half, along a road described 

in 1784 as ‘hilly, muddy and stony in places’, and also as ‘hilly and potholed in places’ but 

which passed through two villages and crossed open fields without fords or bridges.40 The 

package was delivered to the parish priest at eight o’clock in the evening. The total distance 

covered this day was about four miles.  
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Until this point the stages were relatively straightforward and the parishes quite close 

together. A greater challenge now faced the rider. Although the document indicates that the 

dean had expected delivery first to Suwałki, then to Magdalenowo (the parish church, attached 

to the nearby Camaldolese monastery on its peninsula in Lake Wigry), it turned out to be the 

other way round. Moreover, the courier only arrived at seven o’clock in the evening of Tuesday 

13 May. We can only speculate as to the reasons for the delay. One rider might well have needed 

to rest for a day, but what if more than one man and one horse were available? Future research 

may reveal inclement weather or military operations which could have made travel on Monday 

12 May impossible. Or did the rider simply get lost in the forest around Lake Wigry? 

Neither the parish priest of Janówka nor his monastic counterpart in Suwałki noted any 

connection between the two churches in the 1784 survey. Indeed, the taciturn monks at Wigry 

declined to make a response at all. The only possibility indicated by this survey was to return 

to Bakałarzewo and then go south-east along a ‘bad, winding’ three-mile road to Suwałki, and 

from there a further two miles to Magdalenowo.41 The Prussian map suggests that this way 

initially crossed fields to the south-east before cutting through the forest to Leszczewek and 

then around the top of Lake Wigry to the church. A more direct route from Janówka, again 

suggested by the Prussian map, would have involved retracing the road to Raczki as far as 

Sucha Wieś, before taking a track to the north-east, climbing a ridge before winding into a low-

lying arm of royal forest, before coming out at the village of Dubowo. This is the route now 

taken by the controversial fast road through the valley. An alternative route to this point crossed 

the same forest arm a little further north, from Raczki. This seems the most likely possibility. 

Either way, from Dubowo a straight road led to Suwałki. However, it was also possible to 

bypass Suwałki to the south. Whether or not the rider passed through the town, various forest 

trails to the east could, if chosen wisely, lead to four possible crossings over the Czarna Hańcza 

river at the expanding village of Sobolewo, before reaching the lakeshore at Leszczewek. The 
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Camaldolese have traditionally prided themselves on their silence and on their isolation; on 

both counts the terse reply to a question in the survey is revealing: ‘as for parish roads, they are 

various, good and bad’.42  

Whatever the route chosen, after a journey of over five miles the package reached 

Magdalenowo at seven o’clock in the evening on 13 May and was immediately sent on. The 

courier arrived at Suwałki at eleven, and only there is it recorded that the third proclamation 

was copied out. The proclamations were on their way again at two in the morning, this time to 

Kaletnik. This was the youngest parish in the area – it had been formally erected by Bishop 

Massalski on 10 March 1794.43 The rider arrived at eight o’clock in the morning on Wednesday 

14 May, so the journey of just over two miles would have taken about six hours. Judging from 

the Prussian map, the most direct route wound east and north-east, across fields, through the 

villages of Osinki and Polule, for the most part skirting woods and marshy ground. 

At ten o’clock the package was again despatched, this time to Jeleniewo, a parish erected 

in 1785 for the recently settled villages of the royal domain lands. Jeleniewo itself had been 

founded as a village by King Stanisław August after 1765. The monarch had founded the church 

in 1772 and subsequently raised the settlement to the status of a small town.44 After another 

journey of six hours and about two miles, the courier arrived at four in the afternoon. The road, 

which connected Krasnopol and Jeleniewo, was described in 1784 as ‘hilly, rather stony, with 

roots, very narrow in the woods’. By the later 1790s, most of these woods appear to have been 

cut down. Interestingly, the way from Jeleniewo to Krasnopol (about twice as far as from 

Jeleniewo to Kaletnik) was then reckoned at seven hours via the pastures, but in winter at only 

four hours across the frozen marshes at Polule.45 Alternatively, a series of tracks further to the 

north, involving many steep ascents and descents, led through villages at Głęboki Rów, 
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Czerwonka and Leszczewo, past the southern end of Lake Szelment. After only an hour at 

Jeleniewo, at five o’clock in the afternoon the package left for Lubowo. 

 The courier did not arrive, however, until eight o’clock the following morning, which 

seems slow going for a distance of what was described as ‘three great miles’ (by the straightest 

route today it is about twenty-six kilometres to Liubavas – just across the Lithuanian border). 

Presumably the rider stopped at nightfall and resumed his journey at dawn. He would have been 

wise to do so, because the road to both Wiżayny and Lubowo was described in 1784 as ‘very 

hilly, stony and narrow in the woods’. Open fields north of Jeleniewo gave way to the royal 

forest (which however may have been cut down by the mid-1790s), and at Gulbiniszki the road 

to Lubowo branched to the right. Within the latter parish the roads were summed up as ‘on all 

sides hilly, stony and wooded’.46  This is confirmed by tracing the route indicated on the 

Prussian map, which follows the Szeszupa river through strongly contoured forest, before 

crossing the river at Poszeszupa and then traversing a steep ridge to arrive in Lubowo, a small 

town apparently granted urban rights in 1734, with a parish probably dating from 1770, and the 

seat of a starostwo.47 

 The remaining timing cannot be determined; all we know from a laconic note is that the 

proclamations arrived on the same day, Thursday 15 May in the next parish, at the small town, 

sometimes described as a village, of Grażyszki. The distance was about two miles. Ten years 

earlier the vicar had declined to enumerate the roads: ‘There are several particular roads in the 

parish almost to every place, because of the hilliness, and for this reason they do not need 

description, because [the hill] on which the church stands is very clearly seen from the west, 

north, east and south’. Whichever route was chosen, a high wooded ridge had to be crossed, but 

the easiest way led north to Ejstyszki (Aistiškiai) and then north-west across more open country, 

cleared about two centuries earlier, to Grażyszki. From there it was a further ‘great mile’ by 
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‘good, dry road’ across open fields, north-east to Bartniki. 48  Probably the document was 

returned to the parsonage before nightfall, although the time of arrival was not recorded. 

 It had taken seven days to distribute three proclamations to twelve parishes in the 

deanery of Olwita. The round trip amounted to more than thirty miles (210-220 kilometres). It 

is summarized in the map created by Michał Gochna which follows this chapter. The return leg 

through hilly and wooded terrain proved much more difficult and time-consuming than the 

outward leg along the Prussian border. The seven miles and four parishes from Wisztyniec to 

Filipów were covered in one day, a tempo that could not be maintained thereafter. We do not 

know how many men and horses were involved in carrying the package from parish to parish; 

we may hope, for their sake, that there were more than one of each. Once the proclamations had 

arrived in each parish, there remained the task of reading them out and explaining them from 

the pulpit, and sending them on to nobles’ manor houses. 

 This kind of document is a rare survival. The Wróblewski Library contains at least one 

equivalent. It is dated 29 April 1794 and records the despatch of proclamations around the entire 

deanery of Worniany (Varniany), now located in north-western Belarus, close to the Lithuanian 

frontier. Delivery to sixteen churches was completed in five days, after a circular route of about 

forty miles (280 kilometres).49 Although well wooded, the land here is flatter, without the 

myriad post-glacial lakes of the Suwalszczyzna. Communication in the deanery of Olwita was 

more challenging. A slightly earlier example is an instruction from the counter-revolutionary 

confederacy of the Grodno district in 1792 for documents to be sent ‘via cursoria’ to the 

parishes of the district, with the time of delivery recorded.50 In 1794 deliveries were organized 

by ecclesiastical deanery, not by the secular administrative division of the district. It is tempting 

to see this difference as a hint of more willing cooperation with the insurrectionary than with 
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the earlier counter-revolutionary authorities, but this is a wider question that requires more 

research. 

 The document despatched by Dean Waraxa is also a window into the question of clerical 

residence – a perennial problem for the post-Tridentine Church, and not only in the 

Commonwealth.51 In the fourteen parishes listed, two – Suwałki and Magdalenowo – were run 

by the Camaldolese monks; here the package was signed for by Father Leonity and Father 

Metody Cichowski respectively. Of the twelve other parishes, the parish priest (prepositus), 

usually called the pleban, was in residence on the day of delivery in four. These priests were 

Mateusz Polakowski at Wisztyniec, Antoni Rakowski at Bakałarzewo, Dominik Gliński at 

Janówka, and Kazimierz Wróblewski at Jeleniewo. Dean Waraxa had despatched the package 

from Bartniki himself, although it is not known if he was there for its return. In four other 

parishes, the delivery was attested and the third proclamation copied by the assistant priest or 

vicar (vicarius, wikariusz, wikary – the equivalent of a curate in the Anglican Church). These 

were R. Milanowski at Wiżayny, M. Żyżniewski at Filipów, P. Sarmyłowicz at Lubowo, and 

Reverend Norkiewicz at Grażyszki. For Raczki, we have the signature of Reverend Paweł 

Rydzewski ‘K. H. R.’ Given that in 1784 the parish priest was Wacław Rydzewski, it seems 

likely that Paweł was his collator and helper with a right of succession to the benefice – and 

perhaps his nephew. At Kaletnik, Reverend J. Woytkiewicz signed himself ‘Attor’. This is 

probably an abbreviation of ‘attorneus’, suggesting he was legally empowered to represent the 

parish priest. In short, at the time in question, the parish priest was resident and in charge of the 

parish in less than half of the churches.  

Of the absentees, the most famous was the pleban of Grażyszki since 1778 – none other 

than Michał Franciszek Karpowicz, a member of the deputation for public provisioning in 

Wilno. Since 1774 he had held the parish of Preny (Prienai), located a dozen miles east, on the 
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banks of the River Niemen (Nemunas).52 Comparing the description of the deanery in 1784 

with the 1794 document, we note considerable stability in personnel. Besides Karpowicz, five 

priests – Waraxa, Wróblewski, Gliński, Rakowski and Polakowski – had all been in possession 

of their parishes a decade earlier. In Karpowicz’s case the 1784 description had been penned 

by his vicar, ‘in the absence of the pleban himself, occupied by a public lesson of theology in 

the Wilno Academy’.53 

 Karpowicz prompts the coda to this piece. After the defeat of the Insurrection and the 

1795 treaty of partition, this region became part of ‘New East Prussia’. Not only did the new 

rulers ordain the marvellously precise military survey and map which we have been using to 

follow the routes across the terrain. They also closed down the Camaldolese monastery at Wigry. 

In 1799 the monks’ church became the cathedral of the new diocese of Wigry, which replaced 

the partitioned diocese of Wilno within the Kingdom of Prussia. The first bishop was 

Karpowicz, who died in 1803. For all its beauty, the peninsular location must have been 

inconvenient. In 1818 the diocese of Wigry, by now in the tsarist Kingdom of Poland, was 

refashioned and its seat relocated to the town of Sejny. This bishopric existed until 1925/26 

when, divided by the Polish-Lithuanian frontier, legally impassable because of the absence of 

diplomatic relations, it was replaced by the dioceses of Łomża and Vilkaviškis.54 At least the 

parish of Wiłkowyszki (vel Wyłkowyszki) was once in the deanery of Olwita. However, the 

parts of that old deanery which are now in Poland were transferred in 1992 to the newly created 

diocese of Ełk (a town formerly known in German as Lyck and to the Masurians as Łek), 

belonging to the metropolitan province of Warmia and Masuria. Only then – from the parochial 

perspective of the Suwalszczyzna – was the five-hundred-and-seventy-year-old boundary 

between Prussia and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania erased.  
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